When it comes to your FIAT® 500X, not all parts and accessories are created equal. As the official service, parts and customer care provider for the FIAT Brand, only Mopar® Parts and Accessories can ensure the proper fit, finish and functionality. That’s because they’re original equipment, engineered exclusively by the same people who designed your vehicle, which means you can personalize your ride with complete confidence.

Mopar is also more than parts and accessories. We’re here to help you properly maintain and care for your vehicle. Our certified technicians are trained to know your vehicle best, and our Mopar Express Lane Service departments are set up to get you in and out quickly. From parts and accessories to expert service and more, always be sure to choose Mopar. Learn more at mopar.ca
**RACING CHECKERBOARD WITH ORANGE-TRIMMED “X” GRAPHIC PACKAGE**

Think of them as tattoos that can be removed when it’s time to meet the parents for the first time. Package includes hood and bodyside graphics. Mopar® Graphics are available in an array of standout designs, colours and packages (featured throughout this catalogue).

**SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS**

Your FIAT® 500X will be down with these Side Window Air Deflectors. These easily installed tinted deflectors follow the contours of the windows and let you vent them no matter what the outdoor conditions are.

Also shown with Orange Mirror Covers.

**FIAT® TIRE VALVE STEM CAPS**

These decorative caps give your FIAT® 500X wheels a real twist. Set of four caps is available in Chrome and Black finishes, topped with the FIAT logo.

**FENDER BADGES**

A little loyalty goes a long way, and you can express yours with these solidly crafted emblems. Choose from several themed designs, including Canadian, Mopar® logo and Italian.

**18-INCH ALLOY WHEELS**

Each custom wheel is machined to match the exact specifications of FIAT 500X and designed to deliver a smooth and balanced ride. Each wheel is treated with a durable Clear-Coat finish. Of course, they’re also designed to look good. Really good.

**FIAT® TIRE VALVE STEM CAPS**

These decorative caps give your FIAT® 500X wheels a real twist. Set of four caps is available in Chrome and Black finishes, topped with the FIAT logo.

**FENDER BADGES**

A little loyalty goes a long way, and you can express yours with these solidly crafted emblems. Choose from several themed designs, including Canadian, Mopar® logo and Italian.

**18-INCH ALLOY WHEELS**

Each custom wheel is machined to match the exact specifications of FIAT 500X and designed to deliver a smooth and balanced ride. Each wheel is treated with a durable Clear-Coat finish. Of course, they’re also designed to look good. Really good.
HOOD AND ROOF GRAPHICS

500X LOGO TOPSIDE GRAPHIC
Available in Grey, White, Black and Red.
[ 68263352AA - Grey | 68263355AA - White | 68263354AA - Black | 68263350AA - Red ]

BODYSIDE GRAPHICS

500 TRI-COAT YELLOW MARKER
Also shown with Tri-Coat Yellow Mirror Covers.
[ 82214959 - Yellow Marker ]
[ 68280273AA - Yellow Mirror Covers ]

ORANGE “X” DOUBLE STRIPE
Also shown with Orange Mirror Covers.
[ 82214959 - Orange “X” Double Stripe ]
[ 68280274AA - Orange Mirror Covers ]

500 TRI-COAT YELLOW MARKER
Also shown with Tri-Coat Yellow Mirror Covers.
[ 82214959 - Yellow Marker ]
[ 68280273AA - Yellow Mirror Covers ]

BODYSIDE STRIPE GRAPHICS

TAILWIND STRIPE
Available in Red and Grey.
[ 68263356AA - Red | 68263357AA - Grey ]

Not all part numbers shown. Visit your local FIAT™ retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
GET NOTICED

MIRROR COVERS
Looking back, giving your sideview mirrors a custom look was even easier than you thought. Choose from a number of finishes.

MIRROR COVERS
68280272AA - White | 68280274AA - Orange | 68280277AA - Grey | 68280269AA - Solid Black
68280270AA - Chrome | 68280271AA - Tri-Coat Yellow | 68280276AA - Matte Bronze | 68280278AA - Red Hypnotique

BODYSIDE MOULDINGS
Add more definition to a toned body. Bodyside Mouldings bring even more personality to FIAT 500X.

BODYSIDE MOULDINGS
68263343AA - White | 68263345AA - Grey | 68263340AA - Chrome
68263344AA - Matte Bronze | 68263342AA - Red Hypnotique

SPECIAL EDITION 500X GRAPHIC PACKAGE
Express your individuality with this custom-designed package, including graphic accents for the hood, roof, spoiler and bodyside.

68214961

Also shown with Red Hypnotique Mirror Covers, Red Hypnotique Bodyside Mouldings and Bright White Diamond-Cut Wheels.

Not all part numbers shown. Visit your local FIAT retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
BLACK ROOF SIDE RAILS
For the installation of Removable Crossbars and Mopar Sport and Cargo Carriers (each sold separately). [ 68291738AA ]

REMOVABLE CROSSBARS
These heavy-duty Crossbars attach to the Black Roof Side Rails (sold separately) on your FIAT® 500X and accommodate all sport and cargo carriers. [ 68291738AA ]

ROOF-MOUNT SURF AND PADDLE BOARD CARRIER
Carrier featuring universal roof rack compatibility lets you catch the waves, no matter your ride. Accommodates up to two surf or paddle boards. [ TCUPF811 ]

UPRIGHT-MOUNT ROOF BIKE CARRIER
The Upright-Mount style carries one bike locked by the frame with both wheels secured. Versatile construction accommodates most bike designs. [ TCOES599 ]

BLACK ROOF SIDE RAILS (1)
For the installation of Removable Crossbars and Mopar® Sport and Cargo Carriers (each sold separately). [ 68281916AA ]

ROOF-MOUNT SKI AND SNOWBOARD CARRIER (2)(3)
Holds skis, snowboards or a combination of the two. Oversized push button makes opening easy for gloved hands. [ TCS92725 ]

ROOF-TOP CARGO BOX (2)(3)
Increase your cargo capacity to keep up with your active lifestyle. Thermoplastic carrier keeps your cargo dry and secure. [ TCBOX624 ]

ROOF-MOUNT SKI AND SNOWBOARD CARRIER (2)(3)
Holds skis, snowboards or a combination of the two. Oversized push button makes opening easy for gloved hands. [ TCS92725 ]

UPRIGHT-MOUNT ROOF BIKE CARRIER (2)(3)
The Upright-Mount style carries one bike locked by the frame with both wheels secured. Versatile construction accommodates most bike designs. [ TCOES599 ]

ROOF-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER (2)(3)
The Fork-Mount style carries one bike securely by the front fork and rear wheel. Tool-free mounting makes it simple and easy to install. [ TCFKM526 ]

ROOF-TOP CARGO BAG (2)(3)
This heavy-duty nylon carrier is weatherproof and secures with four adjustable tie-down straps. Soft-sided and easy to remove. [ TCINT869 ]

ROOF-TOP CARGO BASKET AND NET (2)(3)
Basket is easy to install with quick on / off mounting hardware. Available in two sizes. Net sold separately. [ TCTRL864 - Basket | 82209422AB - Net ]

ROOF-TOP CARGO BAG (2)(3)
This heavy-duty nylon carrier is weatherproof and secures with four adjustable tie-down straps. Soft-sided and easy to remove. [ TCINT869 ]

ROOF-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER (2)(3)
The Fork-Mount style carries one bike securely by the front fork and rear wheel. Tool-free mounting makes it simple and easy to install. [ TCFKM526 ]

Not all part numbers shown. Visit your local FIAT retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Not compatible with sunroofs.
(2) Properly secure all cargo.
(3) Mounts to the Removable Crossbars and Black Roof Side Rails, each sold separately.
FIAT® LICENCE PLATE FRAME KIT
Make it official. Put your FIAT® 500X pride front and centre, and at the back end too. Formed from stainless steel and tested for long-lasting durability, frames feature the FIAT 500 logo. Available in Chrome and Satin Black finishes. Also available without the 500 logo. Includes logo valve stem caps and logo keychain.

[ 82215821 - Chrome (shown) | 82215822 - Satin Black ]

CHROME HOOD SPEAR
It’s a nod to FIAT™ Brand history in the form of a Chrome accent that stands out in front. A direct descendant of the original design. [ 82212565 ]

WHITE HOCKEY STICK GRAPHIC
Bodside Graphics for FIAT are professionally installed to last as long as you want and can be removed when you’re ready for a new look. [ 82214958 ]

MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS*
Let the mud roll right off with these deluxe Moulded Splash Guards that protect the lower body. For front and rear wheel wells (sold separately). Rear Moulded Splash Guards feature “X” graphic.
[ 82214563 - Front | 82214564 - Rear ]

BRIGHT PEDAL KIT
Stainless steel pedal covers add plenty of bold brightwork to your footwell. Rubber on pedals provides positive traction. No drilling required. Pedal kit for Automatic vehicles also available.
[ 82214268 - Manual (shown) | 82214995 - Automatic ]

DOOR SILL GUARDS
Step up your style. These brushed stainless steel guards shine with the 500 logo and enhance the appearance of your vehicle while protecting door sills from scratches. [ 82214592 ]

TRIPLE BLACK HOOD GRAPHIC
Statements made atop a painted canvas: all graphics are made of the highest-quality 3M™ material. Available in an array of standout designs and colours.
[ 82214960 ]

*Not all part numbers shown. Visit your local FIAT retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application. *Through 2018
OUTDOOR VEHICLE COVER
Protect your vehicle's finish from UV rays, dirt and other pollutants with this washable, weather-resistant, heavy-duty cover. Contoured cover features the FIAT™ logo, double-stitched seams and elasticized bottom edges at front and rear. [82214568]

INDOOR DUST COVER
The garage can be a cruel, cruel place. The FIAT 500X gets the extra coverage it deserves with this dust cover. Features the FIAT and 500X logos. [68280279AA]

PREMIUM CARPET MATS
Your feet can rest easy. These Black floor mats are custom-fit for the interior and feature grommets that keep them in place. Mats feature the 500 logo. [68280284AA - Embroidered* | 68280283AA - Embossed†]

* Embroidered logo
† Embossed logo

PREMIUM ALL-WEATHER MATS
Black custom-fit mats are moulded and feature the FIAT® logo. Raised edges help prevent water, snow and mud from doing a number on your carpet. [82214405]

SPARE TIRE KIT
This Spare Tire Kit has all the right tools to make installing a spare tire easy and convenient. [82214694AC]

Not all part numbers shown. Visit your local FIAT retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) For Pop models, Cargo Bay Load Floor (sold separately) recommended.
CARGO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

CARGO BAY LOAD FLOOR
This versatile FIAT® 500X organizing platform protects and accommodates different cargo accessories.
[68291737AA]

TELESCOPIC BAR
Here’s the long and short of it: this adjustable bar clicks into place to divide cargo space in various configurations to help keep things in their place.
[68218339AA]

MOULDED CARGO TRAY
Fits in the rear cargo area to help protect carpeting from spills, dirt, grease and grime. Tray with FIAT logo is available in Black and removes easily for cleaning.
[82214408]

CARGO BAND
This accessory for cargo storage clicks into different positions and extends to wrap even bulky items with a flexible but firm band.
[68220381AA]

CARGO TOTE
Features the FIAT logo, carry handles, skid-resistant rubber bottom, snap-in dividers for modular storage and an easy-to-clean surface. Folds down to portable size.
[82213556]

BLOCKS KIT
Create more secure, divided storage spaces with this set of four organizer blocks that snap into the Cargo Bay Load Floor (sold separately).
[68220805AA]

CARGO BAY LOAD FLOOR
This versatile FIAT® 500X organizing platform protects and accommodates different cargo accessories.
[68291737AA]

TELESCOPIC BAR
Here’s the long and short of it: this adjustable bar clicks into place to divide cargo space in various configurations to help keep things in their place.
[68218339AA]

MOULDED CARGO TRAY
Fits in the rear cargo area to help protect carpeting from spills, dirt, grease and grime. Tray with FIAT logo is available in Black and removes easily for cleaning.
[82214408]

CARGO BAND
This accessory for cargo storage clicks into different positions and extends to wrap even bulky items with a flexible but firm band.
[68220381AA]

CARGO TOTE
Features the FIAT logo, carry handles, skid-resistant rubber bottom, snap-in dividers for modular storage and an easy-to-clean surface. Folds down to portable size.
[82213556]

BLOCKS KIT
Create more secure, divided storage spaces with this set of four organizer blocks that snap into the Cargo Bay Load Floor (sold separately).
[68220805AA]
TRANSPARENT STONE CHIP-PROTECTION FILM
Protect your vehicle’s paint finish with our paint-protection films. Kits are precisely pre-cut to fit the contours of your vehicle and will help protect the finish from bugs, dirt, scratches, etc., and will cause no damage to your OEM paint, even if removed years later. [ 82214816 ]

KEY COVERS
Thanks to easily changeable FIAT® Key Covers, you can take a piece of unmistakable FIAT 500X style with you wherever you go. It’s all part of a design philosophy that refuses to allow anything to be mundane. Key Covers, sold as a set of two, feature the Italian 500 and Black Granite designs. Available for the deployable-blade key fob. [ 6826334AA ]

ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT
With this kit, you’ll feel secure wherever your travels take you. Contents include a safety flashlight, fleece blanket, six-gauge jumper cables, safety triangle, flathead and Phillips screwdrivers, pliers, two bungee cords, and gloves. [ 82212566 ]

WHEEL LOCK KIT
This Wheel Lock Kit includes four lug bolts and a special-fitting key to help offer maximum wheel- and tire-theft protection. [ 82214871 ]

EMERGENCY TIRE INFLATOR KIT
This portable unit, powered via vehicle outlets, delivers sealant and air to tires with tread-only punctures. So easy to operate, you’ll have a good short-term fix in minutes. Post-repair tire inspection/replacement required. [ 82214295 ]

HEADREST COAT HANGER
Keep your view unobstructed and your jacket wrinkle-free with this ingenious accessory. Attaches easily to headrest posts. [ 68222101AA ]

Not all part numbers shown. Visit your local FIAT® retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
Mopar® offers a variety of graphics to personalize your FIAT® 500X and express your individuality. These graphics are designed and tested specifically for your vehicle. Visit your FIAT retailer for the full line of graphics available. [ 82214954 ]

Also shown with Red Hypnotique Mirror Covers and Granite Textured Hinion Wheels.

Not all part numbers shown. Visit your local FIAT retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
When it comes to your FIAT® 500X, not all parts and accessories are created equal. As the official service, parts and customer care provider for the FIAT Brand, only Mopar® Parts and Accessories can ensure the proper fit, finish and functionality. That’s because they’re original equipment, engineered exclusively by the same people who designed your vehicle, which means you can personalize your ride with complete confidence.

Mopar is also more than parts and accessories. We’re here to help you properly maintain and care for your vehicle. Our certified technicians are trained to know your vehicle best, and our Mopar Express Lane Service departments are set up to get you in and out quickly. From parts and accessories to expert service and more, always be sure to choose Mopar. Learn more at mopar.ca